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ABSTRACT

Some “lightweight” Australian houses from the period 1985-1999 are examined according to four categories:

• Relation to climate (orientation, sun/shade, ventilation and heating)
• Relation to lifestyle (spatial organisation, imagery and indoor/outdoor connections
• “Environmental responsibility” (energy and material use and waste disposal)
• Construction and structural system (heavyweight (concrete, brick, etc) and lightweight (steel and timber

framing and panel construction) elements and their disposition).

Common patterns of design responses in these categories contribute to their labelling as belonging to a ‘new
Australia style’.

INTRODUCTION

The "Light/House" exhibition at the Telstra Adelaide
Festival 2000 contained photographs, drawings,
models and commentaries by designers and clients for
sixteen houses built in Australia during the period
1984-1999.  The houses were chosen to illustrate
complementary points about four themes of
"lightness" in houses of this period: sunlight/daylight
and the connections between house and environment;
light-spiritedness and connections between house and
lifestyle; the goal of light-impact and connections
with an overt sustainability "green" position; and
lightweight construction, either alone or in contrasting
combination with heavyweight construction.   For
illustrations and brief descriptions of all the houses
see the exhibition catalogue (Radford, 2000).

Each house was designed by a different architect or
practice (Rex Addison, Gregory Burgess, Russell
Hall, James Grose and Nicole Bradley, John
Mainwaring, Donaldson and Warn, Kerry and

Lindsay Clare, Peter Stutchbury, Ken Latona, Gabriel
Poole, Bruce Eeles, Brit Andresen and Peter
O'Gorman, Richard Leplastrier, Max Pritchard, Glenn
Murcutt and Troppo Architects.  There was at least
one house from every state in Australia. In this project
attributes relevant to the various senses of “lightness”
are examined and tabulated to demonstrate common
patterns.1  Only some of these patterns are examined
in this short paper.

Highly evocative photographs by Max Dupain,
Patrick Bingham-Hall, John Gollings and others have
depicted contemporary lightweight houses in rural
                                                          
1 The methodology is based on Peter Skinner's (1998)
analysis of Queensland houses that had won State
awards for architectural design, where he compares
their characteristics in a series of tables and reveals
similarities.

ANZAScA 2000: Proceedings of the 34th Conference of the
Australia and New Zealand Architectural Science Association, December 1-3, 2000
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settings with apparently little change to their
surroundings.  The way that one can follow their
structure from surfaces to ribs to posts to ground
echoes the structures of plants and the skeletons of
animals. In a few cases the houses have quickly
become familiar icons. They appeal to the intellect
through their legibility and coherence, and to the
emotions by suggestions of a romantic, open kind of
living close to nature, far from most people’s
experience of living in an overcrowded urban world.

The Light/House exhibition began as a concentration
on such “pure” lightweight houses.  It became
apparent very quickly, though, that the broader
attributes of “lightness” which provided the themes
extend beyond exclusively lightweight construction.
Glenn Murcutt’s Simpson-Lee House, which was his
own choice for the exhibition and is regarded as a
member of the genre, includes brickwork and concrete
slabs. In urban locations, the priority for noise control
favours mass construction.  It became more
interesting to explore the boundaries: to include some
“pure” examples of lightweight houses along with
others that mixed “light” and “heavy” construction
types. Such houses can also embrace lightness.  The
following two examples illustrate this point.

The Hammond Residence, Queensland

The Hammond Residence is an entirely lightweight
single-pavilion house on an isolated rural site, built in
Pomona in 1992, and designed by architects Kerry and
Lindsay Clare.  In many ways it is a ‘classic’
lightweight house: small, rational, economical,
structurally efficient, and projecting a sense that it
could be taken away leaving very little trace on the
landscape (in this case a slight shelving of the land on
a sloping site).

Figure 1: The Hammond Residence

The plan is a rectangle divided into a grid of six equal
rectangles, with projecting bays at the north and south
ends and one of the six rectangles reserved for a
verandah. Living, eating, kitchen and study areas are
all ‘open plan’, and the bedroom links with the main
space by sliding slatted timber panels on one interior
wall and timber louvres on the other wall.  The
bathroom opens from the bedroom and has a view to
the west.  The verandah opens via double doors to
both kitchen/dining and living areas.  This also
provides the entry point to the house.

The main structure of ironbark and plywood on the
six-square grid acts like a composite rigid (portal)
frame.  The longer east and west walls are clad in
corrugated “zincalume” over conventional hardwood
timber stud walls, under a continuous line of
aluminium-framed fixed and sliding windows which
stretch up to the ceiling edge (there are no curtains or
blinds).

Figure 2: Structure of the Hammond Residence

Figure 3: Projecting bay at gable end

On the north and south sides, projecting bays house
built-in furniture: kitchen sink and stove, bedroom
wardrobe and dressing table, and long desktop.  The
external walls of these bays are made up with plywood
on the inside face of an exposed stud frame, revealing
the substructure and providing rhythm and texture to
the external surface.  The studs are bolted back to a
rail behind the plywood to avoid the use of a bottom
plate with the attendant risk of rot from water
gathering on its top surface.  Between the studs are
aluminium-framed glass louvres where windows are
needed (Stungo, 1998, p196).

Kerry Clare notes: ‘This house is a series of details.
The construction of it is the detail, because of the
budget. … We have to think about structure and how
to express the space with that structure’ (Kerry Clare,
speaking in Sydney in 1999).

The Thiel House, Northern Territories

The Thiel House mixes light and heavy (concrete and
blockwork) construction., designed by Troppo
Architects in 1998, is an assembly of separate
pavilions, pulled together tightly and surrounded by a
screen of planting or tall walls on a suburban site in
Darwin. Both client and architect of the Thiel House
refer to Asian, particularly Bali, models of courtyard
houses.  The environmental priorities are deep shade,
rain protection and cross-ventilation; the exterior
temperature is itself comfortable most of the time.  In
these conditions movement between ‘inside’ and
‘outside’ can be open and easy, and here it is not clear
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just where the boundary lies.  Neither the main
circulation spine nor the raised ‘dining pavilion’ has
walls, and no room is sealed from the exterior.

Figure 4: The Thiel House, between pavilions

The heavyweight elements form a base for the
lightweight, becoming part of the ‘setting’.  Phil
Harris of Troppo Architects recalls (in his notes for
the Light/House exhibition): ‘We talked about
rammed earth or earthy textured masonry, and it
became concrete, with no clear edge between vertical
and horizontal.’  The base, with its various levels,
pools, walls and row of columns, suggests a rather
orderly rock shelf with some cliff-like projections.

Figure 5: Structure of the Thiel House, with heavy
base under a lightweight structure and cladding.

Harris noted: “The pattern of privacy is provided for
when we have a choice of being alone or co-located to
whatever degree.  In every house there should be three
or four places to sit at different times – summer
places, winter places. In this house (as every house
should) there is a view from every room - every space

has its own special prospect.  It breaks down the idea
of division between inside and outside.”

A COMPARASON OF HOUSES

Sydney architect Paul Pholeros characterises
architecture as concerned with “place, people and
stuff, in that order.” It is a good categorisation, made
with appropriate informality and more appealing than
the orthodox labels of location, human needs and
construction.  It is useful in looking at these houses to
separately consider “environmental” concerns about
comfort, energy use and the use of materials as a
component of the response to local and global
“place”.  Within these categories, the corpus of houses
can (retrospectively) be identified as:

Place: Open and isolated houses

• Open to the exterior, with concern for light,
breeze, sun and shade, access, transparency and
translucency.  A close connection between
interior and exterior is fundamental to all of the
houses. Every room – including bathrooms and
toilets – is connected with views to the landscape
or at least the sky. There are few window
coverings. Orientation of the main space is north
or east.

• Sensory in revealing climate and landscape - ‘feel
the breeze, hear the rain, see the landscape, smell
the dryness’.  The occupant ‘knows what it’s like
outside’ and has a direct experience of the ‘drama
of nature’ from a protected shelter. Because they
are open, the way that the house works with the
climate needs to be managed by human
intervention (such as moving shades and shutters)
in response to changing conditions.

• Isolated by being remote in the bush, or with a
personal landscape of courtyards and greenery in
the suburbs.  The rural house is garden-less, a
sharp edge between building and nature.
Suburban sites are rendered rural through the
visual hiding of neighbouring buildings by
surrounding planting or courtyard walls.  In
neither rural nor suburban sites do the walls of the
house itself need to provide privacy; the house is
isolated, there are no ‘people’ outside to look in.
The enclosure can hence be light and open.

Place: Responsive Houses

• Meeting the land with care, either elevated or
lying gently on the surface.  The archetypal
lightweight house is raised on posts off a ground
line which continues unaltered underneath.  Many
‘light houses’, though, sit on concrete slabs
directly on the ground.  In these cases, the floors
follow the contours with minimal excavation and
earth movement.

• Modifying the external climate for internal
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comfort, by cross-ventilation and shading in
winter and solar gain in winter.  As far as
possible, a comfortable interior is achieved by the
clever design of the building itself rather than
reliance on mechanical systems.  Most houses are
only one room deep, to promote cross ventilation
and (where sought) sun access.

• Conserving energy, managing waste, and using
materials carefully.  None of these houses uses

air-conditioning.  In remote locations, houses may
be self-sufficient with composting toilets and
solar power.  In dry areas there are water tanks.
There are differing views on the relative
environmental impacts of using softwoods or
hardwoods, but there are frequent references to
using all timber intelligently (‘like a rare
resource’) and designing so that materials can be
disassembled and re-used.

Table 1: House relationship to climate, site and environment

House Architect Yr State Climate Urban
or rural

Site Elevated or
Grounded
(contour-
hugging)

Wall skin
(light
weight
unless
indicated)

Main
space
blinds
or curt-
ains

Main
space
orient-
ation

1 Addison
House

Addison 98 Q benign rural open elevated single skin no N&E&
W

2 Burroworrin Burgess 99 Vic exposed,
windy,
cold in
winter

rural open grounded double
skin,
insulation

no N&E&S

3 Camp Island
House

Hall 87 Q tropical rural open elevated single skin ? N&E&
W&S

4 Carey Gully Grose 97 SA mediter-
ranean

rural open grounded on
pre-existing
shelf

heavy-
weight
single skin

no N

5 Chapman
House

Main-waring 96 Q benign sub-
urban

closed
3 sides

grounded double skin louvres NW&
NE&SE

6 Goddard
House

Donaldson &
Warn

98 WA mediterra
nean

sub-
urban

closed
all
sides

grounded heavy-
weight
single
insulated
double skin

no N&S

7 Hammond
House

Clare 92
-
95

Q benign rural open elevated single and
double skin

no N&E

8 Israel House Stutchbury 95 NSW benign rural open grounded
lowest floor,
with upper
floors
‘floating’
over

double skin no N&W&
E

9 Kia Ora
Lodge

Latona 98 Tas often
cold and
wet with
snow

rural open elevated uninsulated
double skin

no E
(morn-
ing sun)

10 Lake Weyba
House

Poole 96 Q benign rural open elevated double skin no NW

11 Mackeral
Beach
House

Eeles 84 NSW benign rural
(but other
houses in
sight)

open elevated insulated
double skin

no N&E&
W

12 Mooloomba
House

Andressen &
O'Gorman

95 Q benign sub-
urban

closed
3 sides

elevated double skin no N

13 Pittwater
House

LePlastrier 97 NSW benign rural open elevated single skin,
no glass

shutters N

14 Richards
House

Pritchard 98 SA mediter-
ranean

rural open grounded insulated
double skin

louvre
blinds

NW&
NE

15 Simpson-
Lee House

Murcutt 89
-
94

NSW generally
benign;
cold
winter

rural open grounded
(elevated
main space)

insulated
double skin

louvre
blinds

E

16 Thiel House Troppo 98 NT tropical sub-
urban

closed
3 sides

grounded single skin,
permanent
openings

louvres E
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Table 2: Responses to "sustainability" issues and associated imagery

House Energy Materials Water
tanks

Waste Imagery Architect's
statement

Comment

1 Addison
House

deep shade - yes - threads between
existing trees

- trees and understory
appears undisturbed

2 Burroworrin passive solar "sustainable
forest
timber"

yes - roofline echoes
contours of ridge-
top site

- extensive revegetation
around house

3 Camp Island
House

deep shade - - series of small
timber pavilions

- wildlife moves between
the pavilions

4 Chapman
House

passive solar - - - -

5 Carey Gully passive and
active solar

- yes composting
toilet

mud brick walls,
solar panels,
tanks

yes no connection to services
and sited to minimise
impact on site

6 Goddard
House

passive solar - - rammed
limestone walls

-

7 Hammond
House

- - yes - minimal area and
materials

-

8 Israel House passive solar - - minimal area and
materials

yes sited to minimise impact
on site

9 Kia Ora
Lodge

passive and
active solar

- yes all solid waste
carried out

simple form on
‘undisturbed’ site

yes materials helicoptered in
to site

10 Lake Weyba
House

shaded
‘double’ roof

- yes - ‘fragile’ structure yes colours "match the
wallum"

11 Mackerel
Beach House

- - yes - - - footbridge over creek to
door- no vehicle access

12 Mooloomba
House

- - - - yes Innovative and efficient
use of hardwoods

13 Pittwater
House

passive solar recycled
hardwood

yes - - yes

14 Richards
House

passive solar - yes - minimal footprint - amongst existing tall trees

15 Simpson-Lee
House

passive solar - - silver box on
‘rockshelf’

yes

16 Thiel House deep shade - - pavilions set in
lush planting

yes

People: Relaxed and evocative houses

• Inventive and surprising, houses with personality.
While there are debts to Finnish concern for
human scale and space, Danish craftsmanship
with wood, Japanese legibility, Balinese
openness, Californian informality and other
overseas influences, the expression is confidently
original.

• Relaxed in their assumption of an informal
lifestyle, avoiding pomposity.  They have
overlapping and shared
kitchen/eating/living/working spaces.  There are
room-sized outdoor living spaces on decks or in
courtyards, or the ability to open the house up to
the outside so that it acts as a verandah.  Materials
are always used ‘for what they are’.  They express
the quiet self-confidence of occupants who don’t
feel a need to shout their social status in their
houses.  They tend not to have formal entries.

• Evocative in resonating with memories and myths
of connection to the land, of holiday beach houses
and outback farmyards.  This stems from the
choice of materials such as timber, corrugated
iron, fibre cement sheet and plywood, as well as
the building forms.  These associations are

sometime deemed inappropriate by the cautious
and conservative, who feel challenged by designs
that do not conform to suburban expectations.

Stuff: Legible and inventive houses

• Legible buildings displaying their structure,
bracing, cladding panels and fixings.  They are
sometimes referred to as ‘assembled buildings’,
because the way that they are assembled from
smaller elements is clearly expressed.  The
exterior form is a direct expression of the internal
spaces, with no apparent forcing of planning and
construction to achieve a particular overall form.

• Lightweight construction expressing thinness and
tension, often in sharp contrast to heavyweight
counterpoints.  The use of an economical palette
of lightweight materials may results from
construction and environmental issues, but it is
also an aesthetic choice.  Where heavyweight
materials are also used, they remain clearly
separate components in an assembled building.
Often the heavyweight parts are treated like an
extension to the ground (echoing rocks or
contours), with the lightweight parts dancing
around them.
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• Experimental buildings, pushing boundaries in
construction and the use of materials.  The
materials are commonplace and easily obtained,
but the ways those materials are used are often

experimental.  The houses are used by some of the
architects to develop themes that are later used in
much larger buildings.

Table 3: House relationship to lifestyle

House Urban
or
rural

Hol-
iday
house

Entry Use of main space
& linked sub-
spaces

Room-sized
outdoor living

Main
bedroom

Main
bathroom

1 Addison
House

sub-
urban

no kitchen/eating
/living

balcony

2 Burroworrin rural yes entry sequence
through outdoor
and indoor spaces

kitchen/eating/living protected courtyards broad
views along
coast

3 Camp Island
House

rural yes no formal entry living/eating (linked
but separate
kitchen/eating
pavilion)

broad verandah on
all four sides of
living room

opens to
verandah

views;
opens to
verandah

4 Carey Gully rural no "front door" into
entry zone of
main living space

kitchen/eating/living
(bedroom on
mezzanine)

paved open area View into
bushland;
opens to
balcony

5 Chapman
House

urban no entry sequence
through outdoor
and indoor spaces

kitchen/eating/living outdoor room view

6 Goddard
House

urban no "front door" into
entry zone of
main living space

kitchen/eating/living paved areas in large
walled gardens

View into
garden

7 Hammond
House

rural no no formal entry kitchen/eating/
living/study, sliding
panel to bedroom

covered deck view

8 Israel House rural no no formal entry kitchen/ eating /
living

open deck 270
degree
views

view

9 Kia Ora
Lodge

rural yes "front door" into
air-lock

kitchen/eating/living open deck no view

10 Lake Weyba
House

rural no no formal entry kitchen/eating/living covered deck view;
plunge pool

11 Mackeral
Beach
House

semi-
rural

yes "front door" into
outdoor room

kitchen/ eating/
living

internal courtyard;
“summer room”

opens to
courtyard

small view
to bushland

12 Mooloomba
House

rural yes no formal entry kitchen/dining/study covered balcony,
open deck

"sleeping
bays"
with
views to
central
courtyard

13 Pittwater
House4

rural no no formal entry eating/living/sleepin
g/drawing office
(kitchen on deck
outside)

covered deck no wall;
Japanese
bath on
deck,
shower and
toilet in
out-shelter

14 Richards
House

sub-
urban

no "front door" into
circulation zone of
main living space
with view through
house

kitchen/eating/living open balconies view over
valley

15 Simpson-
Lee House

rural yes "front door" into
entry zone of
main living space

kitchen/eating/living
with  sliding E  wall
to bushland

living room
'converts' to covered
verandah

view into
bushland

16 Thiel House urban no "front door" into
linear "path" with
view beyond the
house

kitchen/living,
connected to
outdoor room

large outdoor room
with pool and dining
pavilion

no wall,
connects
with lush
planted
exterior
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Table 4: House construction type, expression and materials

House 'Heavy'
elements

Assembly/
fixings

Structural
System

External
Cladding

Internal
Facing

Ground
Floor

Upper
Floor(s)

Roofing

1 Addison
House

- all expressed timber frame fibre cement suspended
timber

n/a corrugated
steel

2 Burroworrin ground floor
slab

some expressed timber stud timber
(flat galv. Iron
on lookout)

plywood,
plasterboard

concrete slab suspended
timber

corrugated
steel

3 Camp Island
House

- all expressed,
including
exposed studs

exposed timber
frame

timber (single
skin)

timber suspended
timber

n/a corrugated
steel

4 Chapman
House

ground floor all expressed timber frame fibre cement,
plywood,
blockwork

timber concrete slab suspended
timber

corrugated
steel

5 Carey Gully
House

ground floor
slab, mud
brick walls

all expressed steel mud brick mud brick concrete slab suspended
timber on
steel beams

corrugated
steel

6 Goddard
House

ground floor
slab, rammed
limestone
walls

largely hidden
–boxed eaves,
plasterboard
lining

steel, timber corrugated
steel, rammed
limestone,
plywood

rammed
limestone,
plywood

concrete slab suspended
timber

corrugated
steel

7 Hammond
House

- all expressed timber/
plywood portal
frames with
steel rod,
timber &
plywood
bracing

plywood &
corrugated steel

plywood suspended
timber

n/a corrugated
steel

8 Israel House ground floor,
blockwork
ground floor
enclosure

all expressed timber post and
beam with steel
brackets and
steel main
rafters

fibre cement,
timber boards
and blockwork

timber
(blockwork
at lowest
level)

suspended
timber

suspended
timber

corrugated
steel

9 Kia Ora
Lodge

- all expressed timber plywood plywood,
timber

suspended
timber

n/a corrugated
steel

10 Lake Weyba
House

- all expressed steel portals
with timber
subframes

flat iron, gables
battens over
fibre cement

fibre cement suspended
timber
(plywood
finish)

n/a PVC sheet
over poly-
carbonate
ceiling

11 Mackerel
Beach House

- all expressed steel and timber timber (cedar) plasterboard suspended
timber

n/a steel deck

12 Mooloomba
House

- all expressed timber plywood plywood,
timber

suspended
timber

suspended
timber

corrugated
fibre
cement

13 Pittwater Bay - all expressed timber plywood plywood suspended
timber

n/a corrugated
steel

14 Richards
House

ground floor
slab

some
expressed,
some
plasterboard-
clad planes

steel and timber plywood,
concrete block

plasterboard,
timber

concrete slab suspended
timber

corrugated
steel

15 Simpson-Lee
House

ground floor
slab, brick
walls

all expressed steel corrugated steel plasterboard,
bag-rubbed
brick

concrete slab
on
blockwork
base

n/a corrugated
steel

16 Thiel House ground floor
slab, piers,
some walls

all expressed steel & timber
frame

timber, mass
concrete

timber,
plywood,
mdf board

concrete slab suspended
timber

corrugated
steel

CONCLUSION

In their archetypal Northern Australian form, these
houses ‘get away with’ a lightness of construction and
openness of enclosure because of climate that is rarely
possible in the ‘western’ world.  One should not build
such spare, elegant, transparent houses in most
environments because of the need for insulation
and/or thermal mass – the only way to do so is to incur
enormous energy costs to keep their interiors warm or

cool.  The houses are therefore manifestly climate-
specific (although the boundaries have been pushed in
the southern states).  They are modernist in approach,
and therefore clearly not re-creations of an earlier
style.  They are human in scale.  Many of their
designers seek to be explicitly ‘responsible’ in their
relationship to site, pre-existing flora and fauna, and
climate, and in their use of materials and energy,
echoing current concerns to practice a ‘more
sustainable’ architecture.  (There are contradictions
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and compromises in this quest for ‘sustainability’, for
example in the use of materials, the very notion of the
second  “holiday house” and transport to and from that
house, and the appropriation of natural bushland).
They refer back in their materials and forms to earlier
Australian buildings: the farm, the beach house, the
Queenslander raised timber house, and the ‘tin shed’.
In their openness they correlate with an idealised view
of contemporary Australian life: close to nature, bereft
of unnecessary baggage, relaxed, informal,
unpretentious yet supremely confident.

The houses are diverse in appearance; their visual
commonality stems from adherence to common
design principles and design values rather than
conformity to stylistic codes. Yet they do suggest a
“style”, part of what Gillings and Michell (1999) term
“New Australia Style”.1  As with other genres, the
existence of a family of ‘Australian Lightweight
Houses’ has become recognised by seeing
commonalities between houses by different architects
in different places and by naming and mapping, by
deciding what ‘is’ and ‘is not’ a part of the genre.
The preceding tables demonstrate these
commonalities, and also the degree of variation that
exists between them.  In this way the label becomes a
part of our consciousness.  The labelling is a part of
turning a phenomenon into a commodity, and the
label of ‘Australian’ lightweight houses denotes
something identifiably different, not merely
‘lightweight houses’ located in Australia.  Thus, for
example, Peter McIntyre’s beautiful timber-clad
houses are not thought of as a part of the genre
because they relate so clearly to Charles Moore’s Sea
Ranch and what has become known as a Californian
style.  We can think of some houses being much
closer to the “typical” characteristics of the style than
others.  “Pure” lightweight houses such as the Clair’s
Hammond Residence, and some of Murcutt’s long
pavilion houses from the 1970’s and 80’s, serve as
benchmarks.  Others such as Grose Bradley’s Carey
Gulley House and Donaldon and Warn’s Goddard
House are manifestly not exclusively “lightweight”
but share many design characteristics.

The houses can be seen as an example of critical
regionalism (Frampton, 1983, and Tzonis and
LeFaivre, 1981).  Their architects are very much
concerned with being appropriate to place (and that
includes the culture(s) of the place) and finding a
relevant ecological modernism (Zappia 1997 p25), but
deny seeking to create an overtly ‘Australian’
imagery. “Murcutt denies outright being consciously
Australian in his work; ‘if by some chance people
think my work is Australian’, he says, ‘so be it, but
I’m not setting out to do it” (Farrelly, 1993, p14).

                                                          
1 Gillings and Michell use this label for a much
broader range of recent Australian work.

The most important conclusion in terms of
architectural science is the interrelated nature of
cultural (history, theory, lifestyle, values, imagery and
sense of place) and ‘technical/environmental’
(climate, construction, materials, services,
environmental impact) concerns.  For example, the
core cultural (perhaps romantic) desire to be closely
connected with, and overtly sensitive to, the natural
environment has favoured forms of framed
construction which open up the boundary between
interior and exterior, using materials that appear to be
‘recycled’ or ‘recyclable’ and have colours and
finishes which derive from nature.  Those forms of
construction are also strongly connected with
Australia’s built history.  It also implies the avoidance
of air conditioning (for reasons of both energy use and
associated requirements for a “sealed box”) and the
use of rainwater tanks.  In planning, it leads to such
design details as the almost universal organisation of
these houses to provide showers and baths with a
view – out into the natural landscape, or if that is not
available into a created enclosed ‘green’ place.
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